Respond to security threats and minimize business impact faster than ever with Flowmon QRadar App

Flowmon QRadar app seamlessly connects Flowmon solution into IBM QRadar to create a single event monitoring and response dashboard. Whenever new security incidents arise, Flowmon gives back control to IT professionals. Leveraging its powerful network behavior analytics, IT professionals can take decisive actions, deal with cyber threats and manage networks with confidence.
Most companies rely on legacy IT systems, consisting of perimeter security and endpoint protection. However, they dismiss the significant infrastructure located between these two areas. In the world where 80% of attacks come from an internal network, this approach is not enough anymore.

The answer to this challenge is a proactive detection and mitigation of network anomalies and undesirable behavior. This is provided by network monitoring solution equipped with powerful artificial intelligence called Flowmon ADS. Using NetFlow/IPFIX data, ADS permanently observes network traffic, analyzing communication to seek anomalies and reveal suspicious behavior with methods to alert on advanced threats, botnets, unknown malware, violation of policies or operational issues automatically. ADS unveils threats hiding in the dark places of your network, providing fundamental data for the QRadar.

Flowmon QRadar App is an extension connecting IBM® QRadar® with events and flows from Flowmon solution. The application enables new view on flows and events in the QRadar without having to switch between two different interfaces. This seamless integration is achieved by leveraging Flowmon REST API and syslog message standard. It is easy to use, offers intuitive drill-down from dashboard down to the individual flows to quickly resolve incidents. IBM® Security QRadar® connector and correlation rules are pre-configured in the installation package.

Get protected NOW
Visit [www.flowmon.com](http://www.flowmon.com) for more information and contact us at support@flowmon.com to get your Flowmon QRadar App. Get the full visibility and insight required to easily control your network.

The application has been developed in cooperation with ISECO, the IBM Gold Business Partner and Security Operations and Response Expert.